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&lt;p&gt;Hello boys and girls and I guess you are looking forward seeing what ha

s prepared &#128176;  to you this awesome gaming category, which involves, as yo

u can predict judging by the title of this category, Beyblade &#128176;  Burst a

dventure. Most of you already know what is Beyblade Burst and you only are here 

for fun but for &#128176;  the others, who are beginners in this domain, let&#39

;s make an introduce for you in this awesome world of gaming, &#128176;  alongsi

de the Japanese heroes from Beyblade Burst. They are Japanese because the TV ani

mated series Bleyblade, is created by the &#128176;  Japanese, originally being 

a manga, with such a great storyline, which has not became famous just like this

, over the &#128176;  night, but it took a while, but in the end, the quality of

 the story, the amusement and the values &#128176;  presented in the series, hav

e successfully pointed out its important character. There are a lot of toys with

 Bleyblade too, &#128176;  so it has been a kind of viral since a couple of year

s ago, and it is still doing pretty &#128176;  fine. As the other Japanese anima

ted series manga like Pokemon or Yu-Gi-Oh or Dragon Ball Z, Bleyblade impressed 

with its &#128176;  incredible lesson from each episode and of course, it propos

es something catching for the people from all around the world, &#128176;  espec

ially in the western world, where it&#39;s the most important. Beyblade Burst ed

ition has been launched not long ago and &#128176;  it had such a great success 

not only among the teenagers, due to fact that the classical Balyblade started a

 &#128176;  couple of time ago, so that&#39;s why this category of games must pr

esent interest for many people, not only kids &#128176;  but teenagers and even 

adults! In Bleyblade Brust, the whole story starts with the kind of main charact

er, a fifth &#128176;  grader boy, Valt Aoi. He is simply crazy for this Blaybla

de thing, which is a kind of fight between at &#128176;  least two players at on

ce, who compete against each other using each of them their bladeblades, with a 

spinning ball &#128176;  on the top of it. The spinning balls are released and t

he balls start fighting each other, then they turn &#128176;  into some monsters

 in the real dimension and they fight there and only the strongest one survive a

nd the other &#128176;  one is seriously damaged, and his bleyblade is destroyed

. In the most of his time, Valt tries to learn everything &#128176;  about the B

leyblade art of fight, the competition, the tournament where only the best playe

rs in the world are engaged &#128176;  and he dreams to win the big tournament o

ne day. His partner is Valtryek, an average beyblade but it is &#128176;  ready 

to progress and grow up alongside his master, sticking together it doesn&#39;t m

atter what. Valt has such a great &#128176;  friend, named Shu Kurenai. Shu is c

alled one of the Four Spin Emperors, which means that he is one of &#128176;  th

e greatest beyblade players in the world, thing which motivates Valt even more t

han he was! Shu is considered a &#128176;  real genius when it comes to this fan

tastic Beyblade world and competition but he is a good friend of little &#128176

;  Valt, despite the actual difference between them. Valt kept practicing and on

e day joined the tournament of Beyblade so he &#128176;  chases only victory, so

 his main goal, even since the beginning, is to win the competition and conquer 

each fight &#128176;  he is engaged, thing almost impossible, but he has a dream

 and a vision! The series promotes values of life &#128176;  like friendship, en

courages you to chase your dreams and follow your instincts and practice so many

 times in order to &#128176;  make what you&#39;ve proposed to you, it doesn&#39

;t matter the circumstances. The rest of the story, will be found by &#128176;  

you only if you join this incredible gaming world, where you can find so many in

credible themed games, with bleyblade &#128176;  creatures, spinning balls, Shu,

 Valt, their creatures in different postures like puzzle challenges, memorizing 

games or even coloring books! Good &#128176;  luck and you will definitely not b

e disappointed for your choice!&lt;/p&gt;
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